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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the sensitivity of solutions to parameterized 
mathematical programming problems defined on Hilbert space. Consider 
the parameter (p-) dependent minimization problem 
Minimize f( x, p), XEX, pE P, (1.1) 
subject to the equality constraint e(x, p) = OE Y, finite dimensional 
(P-valued) inequality constraint g(x, p) d 0 and infinite dimensional 
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(Z-valued) affine constraint I(x, p) < 0. Here, X, Y are Hilbert spaces, Z is 
a Hilbert space with ordering 2, and P is a normed linear space. Such 
problems arise in parameter estimation problems (see, for instance, [CK], 
[IK]), control problems [Ha], [Ml], [M2], [S], and variational 
inequalities [H], [G], [Mi]. Assume that for p = pO, x0 solves the mini- 
mization problem (1.1) and that x,, is a regular point in the sense of [MZ]. 
The objective of our study is to show that a strong second order sufficient 
optimality condition at x,, implies the following results: 
(i) the Lipschitz continuity of the solution map 
P E P + (X(P), A(P), P(P), V(P)) E XX Yx R”, x K, 
in a neighborhood of p,,, where x(p) denotes a local solution of (1.1) for 
a given p E P, and i, p, q are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the 
constraints e, g, I in (1.1); 
(ii) the differentiability of the minimum value function F(p) = 
Ax(p), P) at po; and 
(iii) the directional differentiability of the solution map. 
Our study is based on and extends the following results on the sensitivity 
of solutions to (1.1). Under the assumption that x0 =x(p,) is regular, 
Lempio and Maurer obtained conditions for the differentiability of the 
minimum value function F and showed that the Gateaux derivative 
F’(p,, w) is given by 
F’(O, Mu)= L,(xo, PO; 4po), APO), I) 1~. 
Here Ux, P; 1, P, ~1) = f(x, P) + <A 4x, P)>= + (P, g(x, P)>,, + 
(v], I(x, p)& is the Lagrangian associated with (1.1) and L, denotes the 
Frechet derivatives of L with respect to p. Assuming the second order 
sufficient optimality condition [MZ], Alt [A] showed that the map 
PEP-+ x(p) EX is Holder continuous of order 4. In [R], Robinson 
studied the generalized equation 
x E c and <ti(P, -x)3 Y-X> 20 for all y E C, Cl.21 
in a Hilbert space H, where $: P x H + H and C is a closed convex set in 
H. Robinson obtained a condition for the Lipschitz continuity of the solu- 
tion map p +x(p) of (1.2) and a type of implicit function theory for the 
solutions to (1.2). Jittorntrum [JJ showed the existence of the directional 
derivative of the solution map in (i) without assuming the strict com- 
plementarity condition when X, Y, and Z are finite dimensional. 
The contribution of this paper is to develop an abstract framework to 
argue the sensitivity properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of the solutions to (1.1). It 
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includes the results in [J] as a special case. We demonstrate the 
applicability of our framework to two specific problems. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the Lipschitz 
continuity of the solution map described in (i). In Section 3, we establish 
the differentiability of the minimum value function F and the directional 
differentiability of the solution map. For the latter lwe employ the assump- 
tion of polyhedricity of a closed convex cone (see [HI). The general results 
of Sections 2 and 3 are applied in Section 4 to the parameter estimation 
problem discussed in [IK] and to an optimal control problem. 
2. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
Let us consider the parameterized abstract optimization problems 
min fb, P ) 
subject o e(x, p) = 0 
d-T P) G 0 
Kx, P) E K 
where 
f:XxP+R 
e:XxP+Y 
g:XxP+ R”, in E N, 
I:XxP-+Z, 
with X, Y, and Z (real) Hilbert spaces, P a normed linear space, and K a 
closed convex cone with vertex at 0 in Z. Throughout it is assumed that .lcO 
is a local solution of (9&,) at a reference parameter p,, E P. We shall give 
conditions that ensure the existence of local solutions of (yP) and 
associated Lagrange multipliers, such that the Lagrange multipliers depend 
Lipschitz continuously on p E P, as p varies in a neighborhood of pO. Due 
to the local nature of the analysis, J e, and g need only be defined in a 
neighborhood of (x,, p,,). It is assumed that I is affine in x for every p E P 
and that I and its first derivative with respect to x are continuous in a 
neighborhood of (x,, pO). Further we require that f, e, and g be twice 
continuously Frechet differentiable with respect to x and that f, e, and 
g and their first and second derivatives be continuous in a neighborhood 
of (x,, pO). Before we state the main result of this section we need to 
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introduce some additional notation and to describe our hypotheses. We 
define the Lagrange functional 9: Xx P x Y x R” x Z + R by 
The cone K introduces a natural ordering < on Z given by yI < JJ~ if 
y1 - y2 E K. To guarantee the existence of a Lagrange multiplier for the 
solution x0 of ($J we assume 
(Hl) x,, is a regular point, i.e., 
(;‘;;i:i)x+( $)+R(dG;;;;)=(~). 
Here primes denote the Frechet derivative with respect to x. With (Hl) 
holding there exists a Lagrange multiplier (A,,, pO, qO) E Yx R”, x K, with 
K, = (z E Z : (z, k) < 0, for all k E K}, the dual cone of K, such that 
~‘&I, PO, Lo, PO, ylo) = 0 
4x0, PO) = 0 
<PO, dxo3 PO)> = 03 d-x,, PO) < 0, PO 2 0, 
(2.1) 
<vo, Go, PO)) =o> 4-x,, PO) E K, ro E K, . 
To express (2.1) in a more compact form recall that the subdifferential atic 
of the indicator function 
of a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H is given by 
{~EH: (y,c-x)<OforallcEC}, if xEC 
9 if x$C, 
where @ denotes the empty set. 
Hence (2.1) is equivalent to 
1 
~‘bo, PO, 43, PO? rlo) 
OE 4x0, PO) 
- dxo, PO) + &$/Jo) 
-4-x0, PO) + aK+ho). 
P-2) 
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Let A: X-+ X be the operator representation of 9”(x0, pO, A,, FL,,, 11~) such 
that 
(Ax: Y> = T”(Xo, PO, Lo, PO, 40)(x, Y), for all x, J! E X, 
anddefineE:X+Y,G:X+R”,andL:X-+Zby 
E= e’tx,, po), G = g’(xo, PO)- L=Z‘(p,). 
Without loss of generality one may assume that the coordinates of the 
inequality constraint g(x, po) < 0 and the associated Lagrange multiplier 
p. are arranged such that po= (,u:, ~8, pug), and g= (g’, go, g-), with 
g+:X~Rm1,go:X~R”~,g~:X~Rm3,nz=m,+m,+m,,and 
g+txo, Mjo)‘O, PO’ >O, 
gO(*~o, )V )=0, &=O, 
g-(x,, M’o) < 0, p; = 0. 
We further put 
I= (10, PO’ 1, G, = g+(xo, PO)‘, Go = gob,, poj’, 
E,= :X-+YxR"'l, 
and for z E Z define the operator b(z): Xx R + (Y x R"') x Rm2 xZ by 
The adjoint of 8(x) is given by 
d*(z) =“0: ( “0: <Ll) . > 
The following additional hypotheses will be used: 
(H2) Thereexists~>Osuchthat(Ax,x)~~~x~’forallx~kerE+; 
(H3) b(z) is surjective at z= /(x0, po); 
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(H4) there exists a neighborhood v of (x0, pO) and a constant v, 
such that 
I fk PI -f(x, 411 + 144 p) - 4x, 411 
+ I&, PI-d-% 4)1+ N-T PI-G, 411 bv IP-4lp, 
for all (x, p) and (x, q) E r. 
Hypothesis (H3) implies that there exists a neighborhood 0 of 1(x,, p,,) 
such that C?(Z) is surjective for all z E 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (Hl)-(H4) hold at a focal solution x0 of 
(9&). Then there exist neighborhoods V(p,,) of p,, and V(x,, A,,, pO, rO) of 
(x,, ,I,, p,,, qO) and a constant r2 > 0 such that for all p E V(pO) there exists 
a sohdon (x0, I,, pFLp, rip) of 
1 
9’(x, p2% Pc1, ul) 
OE 0, P) 
-d-% P) + &J?,(P) 
-44 P) + 8,+(v) 
(2.3) 
that is unique in V(x,, A,, pO, qO) and 
I(x,v f$&J, ?J-(Xq, &Y Ilq, ?,)I Gk IP-qlP? (2.4) 
for each p and q in V(p,). Furthermore, there exists a neighborhood p(p,) c 
V(p,,) of p0 such that xp is a solution of (Pp) ifp~ r(p,,). 
Prooj The proof is given in several steps. 
(i) The verification of the first part of the theorem is based 
on a result on parameterized generalized equations by Robinson [R, 
Theorem 2.11. It asserts that (2.3), (2.4) hold, if the linearized form of (2.3) 
satisfies a “strong regularity” condition that will be specified below. The 
linearization of (2.3) at (x,, A,, ,u~, q,,) results in 
OE 
‘(~‘(xo, PO? 10, CL03 ro) + =wxo, PO, 10, PO? vo))(x-x0, .) 
+ <l-Ao, e’(xoy PO)(.)> + (P-P~, .d(d~ov PO)(.)> 
+ <vl-v09 (‘(PO)(.)) 
e’(xoy po)(x - x0) - g(xoT po) 
- g’(xov Po)(x -x0) + &&4 
.--8x,, Po~--‘~P,~~~-~o~+~,+c~, 
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or equivalently 
Po)+~“(Xo, Po,~o,Po,~oP(~-xo, .I 
+ (E*l, .) + (G*p, .) + (E*q, .) 
- g(xo, ~0) - G(x - xo) + ~,q:(d 
-Go, PO) - Lb--~,) + a,+(r). 
Let cp G X be chosen such that 
(cp, x> =f’bo, PO) x- 6p”(xo, PO, Ao, Po)(Xo, x)
for all x E X and define the multivalued operator F from Xx Y x R" x Z 
into itself by 
Thus the linearization of (2.3) at (x0, A,, po, ‘lo) can be expressed as 
0 6 ax, 4 c1, rl). (2.5) 
The strong regularity assumption in [R] requires one to assert that 
there exist neighborhoods V of 0 and U of (.x0, A,, po) in 
XX Y x R" x Z such that F-r 1 T/n U, the intersection of 
U with the restriction of F-* to V, is single valued and 
Lipschitz continuous from I/ to U. (2.6) 
Once the strong regularity assumption is verified, the first part of the 
theorem follows from [R, Theorem 2.11. If e’(xP, p): X-+ Y is surjective 
(which will be shown in step (vi)) then it will follow easily that xP not only 
satisfies the necessary optimality condition (2.3) but that it is in fact a 
solution of (S$). 
Turning to (2.5) we consider the multivalued mapping T from 
Xx ( Y x R"") x R"* x Z into itself given by 
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We shall show that 
there exist neighborhoods p of 0 and 0 of (50, A?, &, &) 
in XX(YXR”‘~)XR”~XZ such that TPIJ VnU is single 
valued and Lipschitz continuous from P to 0. (2.7) 
It is simple to verify that (2.7) implies (2.6), since the constraint associated 
with g-(x,, wO) is inactive in a neighborhood of x,,. 
(ii) We show existence of a solution (x, 1, b, q) of 
(2.8) 
for (a, /I, ~,6) in a neighborhood of 0 in Xx ( Y x R”‘) x RmZ x Z. Observe 
that (2.8) is equivalent to 
where 
To solve (2.9) we introduce the quadratic optimization problem with linear 
constraints: 
mini(Ax,x> + <a,x) 
subject o 
E,x=b 
G,x < c 
Lx-deK. 
(2.10) 
The set of admissible elements for (2.10) is given by 
S(a, B, Y, 6) = (x : E, x-E+ x0 = -p, G,x - Goxo 
< -y, Lx - Lx0 + Z(xo, p,,) + 6 E K}. 
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Clearly x0 E S(0) and moreover x0 is a regular point since by (H3) 
Therefore [A, Theorem 11 there exists a neighborhood I’ of 0 in 
Xx(YxR”i)xR’“2xZsuch that for all (a,/3,Y,G)EVthe set S(cl,p,y,6) 
is not empty. Next we project (2.10) onto ker E, . Since E, is surjective as 
a consequence of (H3), there exists a unique u’ E range E* such that 
E, \c’= 6. In fact, iv = (E*, E+)-’ E*, b, and 1~ depends continuously on b 
and hence on ,L?. Let us consider 
min i(Ay, y) + (A~v + a, y) 
subject o 
E, y=O 
G,L’<C-GoW 
Ly + Lw - d E K. 
(2.12) 
Clearly 1~ is a solution of (2.12) if and only if x = y + )P is a solution of 
(2.10). The set of feasible points for (2.12) is a closed convex subset of 
ker E,. It is nonempty since S(cc, /I, I’, 6) is nonempty for (a, 8, y, 6) E 1’. 
Together with (H2) this implies that there exists a unique solution y 
in ker E, of (2.12). By (Hl), (H2) and [A, Theorems 4,6] and [MZ, 
Theorem 5.61, y depends Holder continuously (with exponent 1) on 
(c(, 8, y, 6). Moreover, M’ depends Lipschitz continuously on p. We conclude 
that for all (a, p, y, 6) E V there exists a unique solution x of (2.10), which 
depends Holder continuously on (cr, /3, y, 6). We show next that there exists 
a neighborhood I’, c V of the origin in Xx ( Y x R”‘) x R”’ x Z such that 
the solution x of (2.10) with (a, /I, 1’,6) E Vi satisfies the regular point 
condition, i.e., 
Below it will be shown that for every i E (Y x R’,‘) x R”* x Z there exists 
(a, i) such that 
(2.14) 
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If i’< 0 then i(Lx - d) E -K and the left-hand side of (2.14) is of the form 
required by (2.13). If i > 0 we have 
with the left-hand side again as required by (2.13). To solve (2.14) for (a, i) 
we define the operator F from Xx R into itself, which assigns to (z, p) E 
Xx R the unique solution (a, i’) in (ker 6’)’ of 
0 
B(2, i)=i+y ( 1 0 7 Lx,-Lx-6 
where B = &?(Z(x,, pO)). For (z,, pi) E Xx R, i= 1,2, we find 
IF@,, PI)-&, PZ)IXx~ 
G I(Z1,P1)-b*,P2)lXxR II(E*b)-’ c??*II ((Lx- Lx,1 + ISI). 
Since x depends Holder continuously on (CI, p, y, 6) there exists V, c V 
such that F is a contraction for all (c(, /I, y, 6) E V,. Hence there exists 
(2, i) E ker &)I such that F(& y1) = (a, ?), i.e. 
0 
&(a, y^)=i+i ( 1 0 . Lx,- Lx-6 
Recalling that d = Lx, - Z(x,, p,,) - 6, this gives the desired equality (2.14). 
Hence x is a regular point with respect o the constraints in (2.10) provided 
that (~1, p, y, 8)~ Vi and there exists a Lagrange multiplier (I, b, q) E 
( Y x R”‘) x Rmz x K, [MZ], such that 
Ax+a+E*,X+G,*jTi+L*r]=O 
E+x=b 
(j2, G,x-c)=O, G,,x-c<O,ji~R”:2, 
(q, Lx-d)=O, Lx-dEK,qcK,. 
(2.15) 
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This is equivalent to 
which is the desired inclusion (2.9). 
(iii) To argue uniqueness, assume that (x,, I!, pi, ql), i= 1, 2, are 
solutions of (2.9). It follows that 
A(x,-x,)+E*,(X,-X,)+G,*(i7,-~z)+L*(q,-~2)=0 
E+(x,-x,)=0 
(G&-xl),ikriil)20 
<U~*-X1), ?2-?l)>O. 
Using (H2) we find 
K 1x1 -x*1* < (A(x, -x2), (Xl --x2)) 
+(G,*(i72-~l),(xl-x2))+(~*(r2-~1),xl-~2j=0, 
which implies that x1 =x2. To show uniqueness of the remaining com- 
ponents, observe that 
E:(& - x2) + G,*G, - j4 + L*(yl, - q2) = 0 
(yI1-yl*,~(x~,P0)+~x0+6)=0, 
or equivalently, 
h-12 
d*(z,) pi-j& =o, ( ) )11 --‘I2 
where z6 = 1(x,, pO) + L(x, -x0) + 6. Due to the continuous dependence of 
x1 on (a, b, y, 6) we can assume, without loss of generality that zs E E, 
for all (a, /I, y, 6) E V1. Hence (H3) is applicable and it implies that 
(xi, bl, qr)= (x1, ii2, ~1~). Therefore the solution (x, 1, p, ~1) of (2.9) is 
unique provided that (CL, p, y, 6) E V,. 
(iv) Next we argue Holder continuity of (I, p, 9) as functions of 
(a, /I, 1’,6). We require some preliminaries. By (H3) the adjoint of 
&‘(Z(x,, po)) has closed range and is injective. Hence there exists E > 0 such 
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that W*U(xo~ po)) 4 XxR>& iAi(YxRml)xRmZxZ, for all /i = (1, p, q). Since 
(8*(/(x0, p,,)) n -8*(z) 1xX R < 1~1 [l(x,, pO) - z( and due to the con- 
tinuous dependence of x on (tl, /I, y, 6) there exists a neighborhood of 0 in 
Xx ( Y x R”‘) x Rm2 x Z, again denoted by V, , such that 
(2.16) 
where zg = f(.v,, pO) + Lx - Lx, + 6, for all (~1, /?, I’, 6) E I’, and n = 
(1, jL, q). Any solution (x, 1, ,&II) of (2.9) satisfies 
b*(Z,) ; =(_,,-a). 
0 ‘1 
Together with (2.16) this implies that there exists a constant k, such that 
for all (a, b, y, 6) E V, the solution (x, 1, ji, ye) of (2.9) satisfies 
I(4 7 L VII xx(Yxm)xRm*xz<kkl- (2.17) 
To verify Holder continuous dependence of (1, fi, q) on (IX, /?, y, 6) let 
(a,, pi, yI, Si) E Vi, i = 1,2, and let (xi, xi, pi, vi) denote the corresponding 
solutions of (2.9). Then 
L-L 
&*(z,,) i% -ib = 
( 1 
( 
cq-a,+A(x,-x,) 
(r2~L(xz-xl)+~2-~1) > 
41-h-2 
holds with z6[ = I(x,, pO) + L(x, -x0) - 6, and by (2.16), (2.17) there exists 
a constant k2 such that 
Combining this estimate with the fact that x depends Holder continuously 
on (a, p, y, 6) E V, implies the existence of a constant k, such that 
(2.19) 
for all (q, /I,, yz, 6,) E V,, i= 1,2. 
(v) In this step we show the Lipschitz continuous dependence of 
(x, 1, ,E, q) on (a, /I, y, ~I)E I’,. As above let (x,, I,, ,Ei, q,) denote the solu- 
tion of (2.9) with (cti, pi, yz, 6,)~ VI, i= 1,2, and (a, b, c, d) replaced by 
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From the first equation in (2.9) we deduce that 
A(.~,-X,)+ET(X,-X,)+G~(~~-~~~)+L*(~?~-~~~)+~,-~~=O. (2.20) 
We also find 
and similarly 
(rl-112,~(~l-x2))~~(?1-~2,~*-~1). (2.22) 
Decomposing x1 -xX,=0+ w with VE ker E, and w~range ET, one 
obtains 
E+(x,-xz)=E+w=b,-b?, 
and, from (H2), and (2.20)-(2.22) 
K Iv(‘d (Au, v) = (A(x, -x2), x1 -x2) -2(Au, tv) - (Aw, w) 
< -(i&t,,b,-b,> 
-(~1-~2,c1-c2)-(r‘-~2,~1-~2) 
- (q-a,, v+w)-2(Au, IV)- (Aw, ~1). (2.23) 
It will be convenient o put A = (I, -X2, ,!I1 -p2, ql - q2) and to denote by 
k a generic constant independent of (cI,, /?!, yL, 6,) E V, . Then we find 
I4 6k Ml-PA (2.24) 
and by (2.18) 
I~l~~(l~,-~,l+I~,--~,l). (2.25) 
From (2.23) it follows that 
bl’~~Cl~l ~IB~-B21+Iv~-r*l+1~,-~21~ 
+ bl- a21 (14 + lb1 - 821) + If4 lb1 - P2l + IPI - 82121> 
which, together with (2.25), implies 
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Combining this last estimate with (2.24) gives 
We apply (2.25) once again and obtain 
I(~,-~2~~,-~2,?,-~2)l~~I(~l-~2~B1-B2~Y1-~2~~I-~2)l~ 
This estimate implies (2.7) and consequently there exists IQ,) such that 
(2.3) and (2.4) hold for PE V(p,,). 
(vi) Finally, we show that there exists a neighborhood @(p,) c V(p,) 
such that for p E v(p,) a second order sufficient optimality condition is 
satisfied at (x~, A,, p,,, II,), so that xp is also a local solution of (gp) [MZ]. 
Due to (H2) and the smoothness properties off, e, and g we can assume 
that V(po) is sufficiently small such that 
for all xE ker E,. (2.26) 
This implies that there exists 6, > 0 and y (independent of p E V(p,)) such 
that 
~“(-~p, PT A,, Pp, ylJol+z, y+z)34l bJ+z12 (2.27) 
for all ~y~ker E, and ZEX with IzI <y Iy( [MZ, Lemma 5.51. Let us put 
E, = (e’(x,, p), g’+(x,, p)) for p E IQ,). Due to surjectivity of_EpO and the 
smoothness properties of e(x, p) there exists a neighborhood V(p,,) of po, 
such that E, is surjective for all p E r(p,). The projection onto the kernel 
of E, is given by PEpx = (I- E,*(E,E,*)-’ E,) x. Possibly after reducing 
r(p,) we have 
lI&WpE,*)-’ ~p-E,o(Ep,E,o)-’ E,,ll G&v 
for all p E v(p,). Hence, for x E ker E,, one obtains 
<y((xl - (E,*(EpE,*)~ml Epx-E,o(Ep,E,*,)-’ E,xl) 
G Y IPkerq& 
This implies 
-m.xp, p. $3 Pp, r,)(x, xl a 43 1x1 2, for all XE ker E,, (2.28) 
so that a second order sufficient optimality condition is satisfied for xp 
provided that p E r(p,). This ends the proof. 
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3. DIFFERENTIABILITY 
In this section we discuss the differentiability properties of the solution 
(xP, 1,, pLp, q,) of the optimality system (2.3) of (PP) with respect to p. 
Throughout it is assumed that p E V(p,) so that existence and local unique- 
ness of solutions to (2.3) are satisfied. A function H between normed linear 
spaces P and Q is said to have a directional derivative at p. E P if 
lim t-‘(H(po + tp) - H(P,)) r-rot 
exists for all p E P. First we assert directional differentiability of the optimal 
value function 
F(P) = inf{f(x, P) : e(x, p) = 0, g(x, p) d 0, I(x, p) < 03, PE UP,). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (Hl)-(H4) hold and assume that f is differentiable 
and that e, g, I are continuously differentiable in the sense of FrPchet at 
(x0, pa). Then the Gateaux derivative of F at pa exists and is given by 
F’(Po) = 6pp(xo, pa, 10, pa, YIO) =fJxo, pa) + <Jo, e&x,, PO)> 
+ (PO, g,(xo, PO)) + (903 ~,(xo, PO)). (3.1 j 
Proof This theorem follows from the results in [LM]. They require a 
“strong stability condition,” which in the present case follows from the 
Lipschitz continuous dependence of xP on p, and uniqueness of the 
Lagrange multiplier (I,, ,uo, qo), which is satisfied due to (H3). 
We next investigate directional differentiability of (x,, A,, pP, q,) of y,. 
Consider the linear generalized equation 
~‘(xo, p, 10, PO, YIO) + ‘4(*x-- x0) + E*(A - 2,) 
+ G*(P - ~0) + L*(vl - ~0) 
OE -e(x,, p)-E(x--x0) 
-ho, P)-G(x-x,)+&&4 
-4x0, P)--(x-x,)+&+(q), 
(3.26 
where we do not distinguish between the functional 9’ and its Riesz 
representation. Since the strong regularity assumption holds at (x0, A,, pa, qo) 
(see the proof of Theorem 2.1) it is known [R, Theorem 2.31 that there 
exists a neighborhood VI of (x0, I,, pa, v],) and a real-valued function o? 
defined on V(po) with lim, _ po u(p) = 0 such that for each p E V(po) there 
exists a solution t(p) = (i,, A,, ,iiP, fi,) of (3.2) that is unique in Vi, such 
that 
(3.3) 
505’99,,‘1-2 
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where r(p)= (x,, A,, pP, qP) is the unique solution of (2.3) in 
V(xo 3 Lo, po, vol. Since 
If(P)-&PO)1 d IS-i(P)I + 15(P)-5(Po)l G(4P)-+k) IP-POIP, (3.4) 
for p E V(po), it follows that p -+ f(p) is Lipschitz continuous at po. We 
also observe that, if for some sequence (t, > with lim t,, = 0, 
lim ~;‘(S^(P~ + tn4) - 0~~)) I, * 0 
exists, then lim r.+o t,WPo + L4) - 5(Po)) exists and these two limits 
coincide. In particular, if p + c(p) admits a directional derivative at p. then 
so does p + r(p) and the directonal derivatives coincide. We henceforth 
concentrate on the directional differentiability of p -+ f(p) at po. Since for 
any qEP, 
there exist weak cluster points of tP’([(po+ tq) - f(po)) as t + 0, which 
will be denoted by (a, x fi, q). These weak cluster points coincide with 
those of tel(<(po+ tq) - ((p,)), for t + 0. It will be shown that under 
appropriate conditions, these weak cluster points are strong limit points 
and we shall describe the equations that they satisfy. The following delini- 
tion and additional hypotheses will be used. 
DEFINITION. A closed convex subset X of a Hilbert space H is called 
polyhedric with respect to ZE H, if 
u qx-Pz)n[z-Pz]l= u A(X-Pz)n[z-Pz]l; 
A>0 A>0 
here P denotes the metric projection onto X and [z - Pz]’ stands for the 
orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by z - Pz. Moreover X 
is called polyhedric, if it is polyhedric at every z E H. 
(W 4x0, p), 4x0, ~Lf’(x,, .), e’(xo, a), g’(xO, .), and l’(xo, -1 are 
directionally differentiable at po. 
(H6) K is polyhedric with respect to Z(x,, po) + qo. 
(H7) There exists v > 0 such that (Ax, x) 2 v 1x1 2for all x E ker E. 
(H8) (F): X + Y x 2 is surjective. 
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Since every element z E 2 can be decomposed uniquely as r = z1 + -7* with 
2, = P,z, z2 = P K,z, and (zr, z2) =0 [Z], (H6) is equivalent to 
U W- ~(xo~ po)) n CvJ = U W- Kb h)) n Cd’. 
2 > 0 A>0 
Recall the decomposition of the inequality constraint with finite dimen- 
sional image space in Section 2, and the notation that was introduced 
there. Due to the complementarity condition and continuous dependence 
of 5 on p one can always assume that 
g+&l, p)=O, g-(x,, P)<O, pp’ >o, p;=o (3.5) 
for all p sufficiently small. This also holds for (x,, 11,) replaced by (a,, p,). 
We shall put 1, = (A,, pLp+) and we shall not distinguish between 
8b(x,, pO, Lo, po, ylo) q, the directional derivative of 9/(x0, po, ,Io, ,uo, no) 
at p. in direction q and its Riesz representation as element in X. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Hl)-(H5 j hold and let (x, A, p, 4) denote a weak 
cluster point of t-‘(<(PO + tq) - <(po)), for t + O’, with q E P. Then 
(i, X, fi, rj) satisfies 
i 
Y;(xo, ~0, &,, ~0, ~0) q + Ai + E*, I+ G,*@‘+ L*rj 
-e,+(x,, Po)4-E+i 
OE p- 
- &o, po) - G,f + h&i”) 
(ti, 00, PO) > + (no, Lx + l,(x,, PO) 4). 
(3.6) 
The proof of this theorem and the following results are given at the end of 
this section. To assert strong directional differentiability if xP with respect 
to p we require a result on directional differentiability of a projection onto 
a convex cone. This result and its proof, which we include for the sake of 
completeness, are only a minor modification of a theorem on the direc- 
tional differentiability of projections onto closed convex sets due to 
Haraux [H]. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let C be a closed convex set in X with projection P 
from X onto C. Further let $: [0, r] +X, r >O, and put y(t) = 
t-‘(l’$(t) - Pt,!r(O)). Assume that for some sequence {t,} with lim t, = 0, 
tn > 0, lim, _ m t;‘($(t,)-e(O)) exists and equals +, and that C is 
polyhedric at $(O). Then lim, y(t,) exists and equals P,Q+,(,,,$, where 
pmm denotes the projection onto @I/I(O)) = fJi.,o J(C- Pt+Q(O)) n 
Cbw) - ew)l’. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let (Hl)-(H8) hold and let (a, x, @, 4) denote a weak 
cluster point of t-‘(t(p,, + tq) - {(p,,)), for t 4 O+, with q E P. Then i is the 
directional derivative of .x~ at p,, in direction q, and 
OE 
1 
B;(x,, P,,, do, po, ~1,) q + Af + E*, ;z + Gd/i” + L*lj 
-e,+(x,, po)q-E+g 
-&o> ~0) q- Gof + &,(b”) 
-&o? PO) 4 - I5 + &?+(ti), 
(3.7) 
where g+ is the dual cone of k= UA,o,l(K-Z(xo, po))n [qo]‘. 
THEOREM 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, (a, 2, ,b, rj) is the 
directional derivative of ep = (x,, Ap, pLp, q,) at p. in direction q. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the remarks before Theorem 3.2 we can 
restrict our discussion to weak cluster points of tpl([(po + tq) - [(po)), 
where f(p) denotes a solution of the linear generalized equation (3.2). For 
convenience of notation we drop the hat in the notation for the solution of 
(3.2) and we put p=po+ t,q. By (3.2) and (3.5) we find 
0 = ~‘(xov P? 10, /JO? rlo) - ~‘bo, PO, 10, PO, rlo) 
+A(x-xo)+E:(~~---o)+GO*(~~-~~)+L*(Y~~--~) 
0 = -4x0, P) +4x0, po) - W, -x0), 
for all t >O, sufficiently small. Dividing these two equations by t, and 
taking the limit n -+ co imply the first two equations in (3.6). The third 
equation is obvious. To verify the fourth equation in (3.6) note first that 
fro > 0, since ,u,” > 0, & = 0, and g”(xo, po) = 0. From (3.2) we conclude that 
<gob,, P)- g’(xo, PO)+ G”(x,-xoh z- bLpo-&) 20 
for all z E R”, This implies g,“(x,, po) q + Go(x) E a(p”). To prove the last 
equality in (3.6) recall that 
+Ip 4x0, PI + w, -x0)) = (VlO? 4x09 PO)) = 0. 
This implies the equality 
<?, - vo, 4x0, PI> + <vlP> w, -x0)) + <vlo, 4x0, p) - 4x0, PO)) = 0, 
which gives (4, 1(x,, po)) + (qo, Lf) + (‘lo, Z,(x,, po) q) =O, and the 
proof is finished. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Since the projection onto a closed convex 
subset of a Hilbert space is a contraction [KS], {y(t,)} has a weak limit 
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point which is denoted by y. Observing that P$(t,) = t,,l(t,) + PI/I(O), the 
variational characterization for a projection implies 
<ti(L) - (LY(tn) + W(O)), W(O) - (t,l’(t,,) + W(O))) QO, 
and therefore, 
(~(t,)--t,?J(t,)--~(O), -t,y(t,)),<O, for all n. 
This implies 
and hence 
By weak lower semicontinuity of the norm and (3.8) one obtains 
(Y, Y-ll/) GO. (3.9) 
Employing (3.8) once again we find 
0 z <4w) - W(O), ?l(tJ> a t, Y(tnh lJ(t,)-- 
( 
Il/(t,) - ?w) 
t f (3.10) 
n ! 
where also t, > 0 was used. Since (y(t,,)),“= I is bounded, (3.10) implies 
0 = <bw) -W(O), Y > (3.11) 
and in particular y E @e(O)). By assumption 
YE U 4C- W(O)) n C$(O) - W(O)l’ (3.12) 
A.20 
as well. For any u E C we have 
(ti(bJ - W(O) - t,Y(tA u - W(O) - t,Y(tn)> G 0 
and with a, = y(t,) - y this implies 
( 
t vvfn) - $(O) 
II + bw) - W(O) - t,y - t,6,, 24 - &Q(O) - t,y - t,6,, GO. 
t n > 
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For UE C that satisfies ($(O)- P$(O), U- P@(O)) = 0 we find, using 
(3.111, 
and therefore 
( 
ti(tn) - bw) 
t, 
- Y, u - W(O) 
> 
~(6,,u-P~(O))+(~(O)-P~(O),6,,)+kt,, 
for some k independent of U. Taking the limit n -+ w this implies 
<$-y, u-P$(O))<O. (3.13) 
Let w E UlzO A(C- PI++(O)) n [$(O) - P$(0)li be arbitrary. Then there 
exist A> 0 and UE C such that MJ = A(u - &G(O)) and (u- Pti(O), 
#(O) - P$(O)) = 0. From (3.13) and the assumption that C is polyhedric at 
e(O) it follows that 
( I) - y. H’ ) d 0 for all w E Q+(O)). (3.14) 
Combining (3.9) and (3.14) one obtains 
(Y-W’-11/%0 for all MT E@e(O)). (3.15) 
Hence the weak limit of y(t,) exists and equals Pecti,,,,,$. To show that the 
strong limit of y(t,) exists observe that by (3.9) and by (3.15) with w=2y 
(I/-y,y> =o. 
Hence we find 
(y, $)= Iy12<liminf Iy(tn)12<limsup 
( 
y(t,), vQ(ttJ-W) t 
> 
=(y li/> 
3 3 
n 
which implies that lim Iy(t,)l* = Jy I’, and ends the proof. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.4 we require the cone 
V={xEkerE:LxEK) 
in ker E, where ker E is endowed with the topology of X, and the following 
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LEMMA 3.6. Assume thut (H6) and (H8) hold and that J@)E%? is szrch 
that Ly(0) = 1(x,, pO). Therz we have 
IJ A(%?--(O))n(hEkerE: (qO, Lh)=O) 
L>O 
= u A(%? - y(O)) n (h E ker E : (qO, Lh) =O}. 
i. > 0 
(3.16j 
Proof. It suffices to verify that the set on the right-hand side of 
(3.16) is contained in the set on the left-hand side of (3.16). Let 
J’E U A(% - y(0)) n (h E ker E : (qO, Lh) = 0) and decompose y = yr + yz, 
with y, E ker( F) and y2 E (ker(f))l. Clearly ~7~ is contained in the set on the 
left-hand side of (3.16) and we need only consider J’~. It is simple to check 
that Lyz E UA>O A(K- Z(x,, po))n [qo]’ and therefore, by (H6), we have 
LY2E Ui>O A(K- Z(x,, po)) n [Iv,,]‘. Hence there exist sequences {A,> and 
{k,) such that A,)O, k, E K, (k,,, ‘lo) = 0, and lim d,(k, - [(x0, po)) = Lyz~ 
Let us denote the operator (f) by 9. Due to (H8) one can choose 
c”, E range SF* uniquely such that 9(?,) = col(0, k, - LJ~(O)), Let us define 
c,,=F,+y(O). Then we have E(c,-y(O))=O, (g,,Lc,)=(~,,k,)=O 
and hence the sequence ;iJc, - y(0)) is contained in the set on the left- 
hand side of (3.16). Moreover we find that 
Since &,(c,,-- y(0)) and yz are contained in range 9*, we find that 
lim &,(c, - y(0)) = ~7~. This ends the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let (tn) be a sequence of positive real numbers 
with lim n _ m t,l = 0 and )v- lim t;‘(4;(po + tnq) - {(p,)) = (A?, x, fi, 4). Then 
(a, 2, fi, 4) is also a weak cluster point of t;‘(c(p,+ t,q) - [(pO))~ The 
proof is now given in several steps. 
(i) We show that the strong limit of t,;l(xpO+r.q-xo) exists. To 
simplify notation we shall put (x(t,J, n(t,), p(t,), g(t,)) = [(po+ tnqj and 
pn=po+ t,q. By (3.2) we have 
~‘(xo, in, &, ~0, s,) +f’h,, ~0) -Ax, + Ax(t,) + E*l(q 
+ G*dtn) + L*dt,) 
OE -4x0, PJ -E(x(t,) - x0) (3.17) 
-Ax,, P,) - GMt,) - xo) + &+(t,J) 
-4x0, PJ - -w(t,) -x0) + a,+(rl(t,J). 
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For every n we introduce the closed convex set 
A’- = (c E X : EC = Ex, - e(x,, p,,), Lc - Lx, + I(x,, p,) E K} 
and we define 
Observe that for each c E X 
(E*4hJ+L*?(cJ, c-x(t,)) = (rl(tn),LC-L~~o+I(x,,p,))gO, 
and therefore 
(4(&J + Ax(b) + GYP, c - x(r,)> a 0 forall CEX. (3.18) 
By (H8) there exists a unique WE ker(f)l such that 
(3 ww=( -4x,, PA + Exe - 4x0, PJ + Lx0 ). 
Note that due to (H5) and (H8) there is )+E X such that 
lim t;‘(w(tJ - M’(O)) = *. 
Let us put y(t,) =x(1,) - w(t,). Then we find 
(AY(G) + 4(b) + Aw(t,) + G*~(rrz), c- Y(~J) 
20 for all c E %?, v(t,) E V. (3.19) 
Observe that (3.19) can be considered as a variational inequality in ker E. 
We define 
i(b) = P,cerE(4(hJ + Al4tJ + G*PL(cJ) 
and observe that lim t;‘(&tJ - J(O)) exists. Due to (H7), 
<xv Y > = (AA Y > 
with A,=P kerEA defines a positive definite inner product on ker E and 
(3.19) is equivalent to 
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We thus find that 
where the metric projection P, is taken with respect to the (( -, . )) inner 
product on ker E. Let us put j = -A;‘&(O). We find for any h E ker E 
<(k Q-Pw.G>= <h, -i%ObQ4W 
= (h, -f’(x,, p,,) + Ax, - AN(O) - Aq’(O) - G*p,) 
= (h, -f/(x,, po) - G*po - IT*&,) = (h, L*r],), 
and therefore [j- PwF]’ = {h : (qo, Lh) =O}. Also, we have Ly(O) = 
Lx, - LIO(O) = /(x0, pO). Here the orthogonal complement is taken with 
respect to the (( a, . )) inner product in ker E. Lemma 3.6 implies that 
U i,oA(9?-PP,j)n [P-P,~]‘=U~,a~(~-P,p)~ [j--P$flL, and 
therefore lim, ~ ~ t;‘(y(tn) - y(O)) exists by Proposition 3.3. Summarizing, 
we have shown that lim,, m t;l(x(t,) - x(0)) exists. 
(ii) We verify the last inclusion in (3.7). Let us define 
y(t,, = f,l(X(f*) -x0) and v(GJ = r,; ‘(rl(cJ - f?o)* 
By (3.2) we have 
(r](L), w - 4x0, P,) - Ux(t,,) --‘co)) < 0, 
and therefore 
for all w E K 
r. + t v(t ) Lu(xo~ PO)- Go9 PA) _ t II n 3 
tn 
n 
L(y(t 
n 
)) 
> 
<o 
1, for all n. 
This inequality implies 
-t; 
( v(t,), 
4x0, PA - 4x0, PO) 
5, + W(f,)) > 
G (so, 4x0, Pn) - 00, PO) + t,Uy(t,)) > 
= <VO> 4x0, PJ- 4x0, PO) + L(x(t,) -x0)> 60 
and therefore 
-t, ( ~f(bJ? 
4x0, PJ - 4x0, PO) 
tn + Wr,))) I 
G <?OT t,‘(4xov P,J - 4x0, PO)) + L(x(t,) -x0)) Q 0. 
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These inequalities imply 
(ylo, &O? PO) 4 + La> = 0 (3.20) 
and by (3.6) we arrive at 
(4, bo, PO) > = 0. (3.21) 
Next we note that (r(t,)--v],,u)<~, for all UEK with (r~~,v)=O, and 
therefore (4, u) < 0, for all such v. In view of (3.21) we conclude that 
(ri, 0 - 4x0, PO)> G 0 for all uE Kwith (u],,, u) =O, 
and hence 
(4, u)QO for all u E u 1(K- 1(x,, po)) n [t/J’. (3.22) 
120 
Since by (H6) 
k:= u A(K-I( x0, po)) n Carol’ = 0 W-b,, po)) n Cvoli, 
120 
(3.22) implies 
(li,u>GO forall 24~K. (3.23) 
Moreover [,(x0, po) q + Li E K and therefore 
(4, &o, PO) 4 + La> G 0, (3.24) 
by (3.23). Note also that for each II 
(v(t,) - rlo> b(f,)? P,) - Qxo, PO)> 2 0. 
Taking the limit we arrive at 
(li, &o, Po)q+LR) 20. (3.25) 
Combining (3.24) and (3.25) we have shown that 
(Q, ZJX,, po) q + La) = 0. (3.26) 
By (3.23), (3.26), and the fact that /,(x0, po) q+ Link we have 
vi E a,(+,> PO) 4 + Li), 
which is equivalent to 
Ip(xo, PO) 4 + LR E ak+(ri) 
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with I?+ = (ICE Z : (k, u) < 0, for all u E fi}. This is the last inclusion in 
(3.7). The remaining equations and inclusions in (3.23) follow from (3.6). 
(iii) To show uniqueness of the x-coordinate of the weak limits 
t-‘(l(t)- t(O)), let (a,, xi, pl, 4,). i= 1,2: be two weak limit points. Then 
by (3.7) one finds 
O=(A(~;-,-iz),~i-,-~-,)+(~,--I-i2,G(li-~-Ra)) 
+(,jl-riz,L(f,-~r))=(A(~-,-~*),~,-~2) 
+ <$L - gpO(xo> PO) q - Go%) - <$iv g;(xo, PO) q + Go21 > 
+ (ril? -~,(xov Po)q-Li,)- (42, &o, Po)q+Lf,) 
> (A@, - .tz), (iI -i*)). 
Since A is positive definite on ker E this implies 1, = &, and the proof is 
finished. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. From Theorem 3.4 it is already known that xP 
has a directional derivative at p0 in direction q. Let (I,, $, q,), i = 1, 2, 
be two weak cluster points of t-‘((X(p, + tq), ,u’(p, + fq), rl(po + tq)) - 
(A,, po, flo)), as t -+ 0’. From (3.6) it follows that 
and by (H3) we conclude that (x1, iy, ql) = ($,, pi, dz). This implies that 
t - I([( p. -I- tq) - ((p,)) has a unique weak limit point. We show next that 
this weak limit is also strong. Again it suffices to consider the solutions of 
the linear generalized equation (3.2). As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we put 
(x(t), n(t), p(t), s(t)) = [(p, + tq). Then we find 
E*,(&) - 10) + GXP(t) -PO) + L*(r(t) - rlo) 
= --m-x0, PO + GL do, PO, ro) - 4x(t) -x0), 
or equivalently 
&*(4x03 PO)) 
- ~‘(-~O, PO + 49 A,, PO? 90) + ~‘p’(xo, PO, A,, POT vol- ‘e(f) - x0)’ 
(4-~0, PO), v(t) - rlo) 
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Dividing this equation by t and taking the limit as t -+ 0 + imply in view of 
(H3) that lim,,,+ t -‘((X(t), ,6(t), v](t))- (I,, ,u,,, ‘lo)) exists. Therefore also 
lim r-o+ t-‘(Ht)- 5(O)) exists and the proof is finished. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we illustrate our results by means of two applications. We 
do not attempt to obtain the most general results here. 
4.1 A Parameter Estimation Problem 
Consider the problem of estimating the functional coefficient a in 
-(a~,),=f on 0X1) 
u(0) = u( 1) = 0, 
(4.1) 
from a measurement z E HA(O, l), with corresponding to the solution u(a*) 
of (4.1) evaluated for the “true,” but unknown, coefficient a*. It is not 
required that u(a*) equal Z. We employ a regularized least squares type 
formulation that was suggested in [IK] and which proved to be effective 
numerically: 
mini [D(u--z)~~+! IDal 
(-A)-‘(D(aDu)+f)=O 
IDal <y, a2u, 
(P&J 
where D stands for differentiation, d denotes the Laplacian from HA to 
H-i, and 
ZE HA, j-GH-1, CIEH’, o! > 0, yER+u{oo), pao. 
All function spaces are considered over the interval (0, 1) in this section 
and 1. I stands for the norm in L2 and R. Making the following identifica- 
tions, it can be seen that (P,) is a special case of (PP): 
x = (a, u), 
X=H’xH;, Y=H~,Z=H’,K=(~EH’:~(~)~O}, 
P=H;xRxH-‘xR~H~,p=(zJ,f,y,a), 
f(a, u, P) = $ Mu - z)l 2 + f Pal 2, 
e(a,u,p)=(--d)-‘(D(aDu)+f), 
g(4p)=)(I~42-~2L 
/(a, p) = c1 -a. 
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We shall consider perturbations of (P,) with respect o p E P at a reference 
parameter p. = Go, PO, yo, cro). Throughout it is assumed that 
bol <“PO? and that PO >O or 1’0 < m. (4.2 I 
If B. = 0 the condition ljo < CC can be replaced by the assumption that the 
unregularized problem (P,,,) has a solution. We shall require the following 
assumption. 
where Qad = {a : Q = constant, a 2 a,>. The following lemma will be used 
frequently; a proof is given in [IK], for example. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) Ic$~,,c,/? j&Hlfo~ aZZ q4eH”, 
(b) Idl&(l/$) I@lfo~ all c,+EH’ with J&bdx=O. 
Next existence of a solution to (Pp,) is established. 
LEMMA 4.2. If (Al) holds, then there exists a solution (a,, uO) of (PJ. 
ProoJ Let { ( a,, u,) } be a minimizing sequence. From (Al ) one 
concludes that 
(4.3) 
and hence ( IDanlL~}~= I is bounded since by assumption PO > 0 or y. < co. 
Next we argue that (an},~= I is bounded in H’. This is accomplished in 
two steps. First it is shown that if ( lanlHL)zZ 1 were unbounded, then 
sup,> (infX a,(x)} = CC and, second, that in this case sup, IDu(a,)l = 0. This 
will lead to a contradiction. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
lim,Z janIN’ = co. Since IDa,/ is bounded, this implies that lim, lanlL~ = UJ 
and consequently also lim, 1~1~1~~ = co. Every a, can be decomposed 
uniquely as aR = a, = a:’ + a?’ with a:‘= JA a, dx and JA ay’dx = 0. By 
Lemma 4.1 and by (4.3) there exists a constant K such that 
Since 
lac2)l n La,<K for all n. 
aj21)=la~)l.x=la,-a~z’l.,BIla,l.,-la~~’l.~l, 
we obtain lim, a:‘= co. Observe further that inf, a,,(x) = inf, (ail’(x) + 
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up’(x)) 2 up - la;*)l,m > a, (l) - K and therefore lim, inf, a,(x) = co. Since 
~(a,) satisfies (4.1) with a replaced by a,, we find 
from which it follows that lim,, IDu(u,)l = 0. Using (Al) one obtains 
IDz,j2> inf ID(u(u)-z,)l 3lim ID(~(u,~)-z,)~~+B IDa,l* 
asad n 
and hence 
lDz,l > li,m ID(u(u,) - zO)l 2 ID,-,I. 
This is a contradiction and hence {a,,} is bounded in H ‘. Moreover 
{(a,, u,)} is bounded in H’x Hh. It is now simple to argue that any weak 
cluster point of { ( a,,, II,,)} in H’ x HA is a solution of (PPO). We leave the 
details to the reader. 
Remark 4.3. If /I = 0 then (Al) can be replaced by info, ID(u(u)-zO)l < 
IDzJ, for Lemma 4.2 to remain correct. 
We proceed by verifying (Hl t( H6) at a solution (q,, u,J of (P,,). It will 
be convenient to specify the operators E: H’ x HA + HA, G: H’ x Hi + R, 
and L: H’ x HA + H’, and the bilinear form Y’(uO, uO, pO, A,,, pcco, qO) for 
the present problem. We find 
E(h, u) = (-A)-’ (D(a, Du) +ll(h Duo)), 
G(h, u) = (Da,, Dir), 
L(h, v) = -h, 
and 
~“(uo, UOY PO, 203 PO? vlo)((k uwh u)) 
= Ivu12+(/?o+/l~) IDh+2(m,,hDv). 
Using the first order necessary optimality condition one obtains 
10=A(uo)-‘d(zo-z.40), 
where ,4(u): HA+ H-’ is given by 
A(u) $4 = -D(u D(j). 
(4.4) 
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The regular point condition (Hl) requires us to verify that 
The proof of (4.5) is quite similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in [IKJ and it 
is therefore omitted. Before we address the coercivity requirements (H2) 
and (H7) we summarize some facts on the behavior of the solutions of (P,) 
as p-+0+. In the following lemma and its corollary we drop the index 
from the notation p,, = (zO, /IO, fO, y 0, clO) and we use (aP, up) to denote a 
solution of (PiO), where we emphasize the dependence of ( PPO) on 8. 
Such a solution exists if (Al) and (4.2) hold. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p > fi’ > 0 and assume that (Al ) holds, that 1 Da/ < y, 
and that y < 03 if B’ = 0. Let (aB, up) and (aB’, ~8’) be any solution of (Pa) 
and (Pf’), respectively. Then we have 
JD(up-z)l’< ~D(uP’-z)~2+~(iDaP’~‘-~Daa~2), (4.6) 
sup IDa? <!I$ IDuP’/, 
Afl 
(4.7) 
S,“BP (D(#--z)( Bi;/(D(uB-z)(, (4.8) 
where for j? > 0, AP = {aB : (aB, ~8) is a solution of (Pt)) and UB = 
ft.8 : (a”, ufl) is a solution of (Pt)}. Ifl’ < cc, b,, -+ Of and {(aBFi, upa)) is a 
sequence of solutions of (PF), then {(aBn, ~8.)) has a weak cluster point in 
H’ x HA, every weak cluster point of { (aBn, uPn)} is a solution of (Pz), and 
we have 
n’irnm inf I DaBnl = r$i IDaOl. (4.9) 
Moreover every weak cluster point of ((aBU,u~n)} is a stronger cluster point. 
Proof: For any solution (aB, z.8) of (Pf) and (aa’, ~8’) of (Pf’) we have 
ID(d’-z)12+/?’ IDaP’12< (D(us-z)12+fl’ iDaP12, (4.10a) 
JD(us-z)J2+/3 IDaBj2,<JD(uB’-z)/2+~ lDa8’)‘. (4.10bj 
The estimate (4.6) follows from (4.10b). Adding (p - B’j IDaPI to both sides 
of (4.10a) yields 
< jD(uB-z)12+/3 IDaBj2g ID(up’---z)I”+/? JDaF12, (4 11) * I 
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From (4.11) we further obtain 
Since 0 < /?’ < 8, this inequality implies (4.7). The first inequality in (4.11) 
leads to 
from which one deduces (4.8). 
Next let us assume that y < co and that B, + O+. Then (Pp) has a solu- 
tion and ( ID&J } ,“= i is bounded. Clearly ( jDuBnl }F= i is bounded as well 
and hence there exists a subsequence of ((a,, u,,)}:= i, again denoted by 
{(an, u,)>:==,, converging weakly in H’ x Hi to some (ii, ii) = (ii, u(G)). It 
is simple to show that (5, u”) satisfies the constraints of (Pz), i.e., (G, 6) is 
admissible. Moreover, for every admissible pair (a, U) we have 
from which it follows that ID(t7--z)12 ,< Io(z4 -z)12 for all U, such that 
(a, U) is admissible for some a E Hi. Hence (ii, ii) is a solution of (Py). 
If there were a solution (a’, u”) of (PO) with IDuo] < I%], then by (4.7) 
we would have 
lim sup ID&I < lDu”l < (Diil < lim inf (D&I, 
which is impossible. Thus /DuoI = (El and lim IDuBnI = min,aEAo IDu’l. 
Together with (4.7) this implies (4.9). Moreover we find that (&, z.8”) 
converges trongly to (G, ii) in H’ x HA. This ends the proof. 
Observing that ID(u’-z)( is independent of U’E U” we find the 
following corollary to Lemma 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.5. There exists a real-valued monotonicuh’y increasing 
function p(b) with lim,,,+ p(p) = 0 such that -for any p 2 0 and unv up E AB 
sup ID(zP-z)l”d JD(u”-z)12+/?(t$on IDu012- (DuB12) 
UJ 
= Imu0 - 41’ + MB) 
holds. 
We shall now give sufficient conditions for (H2) and (H7) to hold. It will 
be convenient to emphasize the dependence of (PPo) on Do and therefore we 
write (up, up, $0, ,@‘, VP) to denote a solution of (Pfi) and its associated 
Lagrange multiplier. We also recall that the value ID(uE- zo)12 of the 
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unregularized cost functional at the minimum is independent of the choice 
of a solution (a:, u:) of (PZJ. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let (Al) hold. 
(i) If y0 < co and if ID(z4: -z,)l is sufficient/J’ small, where ui is a 
(global) solution of the unregularized problem (Pj,), then there exists an 
interval I and a constant K > 0 such that for the regularized problem (P{i) 
holds for all (h, v) E ker E and all flo E I, i.e. (H2) and (H7) are satisfied &f 
FoEI. 
(ii) If ug = z. then there exists a > 0 and a constant K > 0 such that 
T”(@‘, up3 po, A?, ,@, d?)((h, ~1, (k vHa4,~ I(k v)liLxH;, 
for all (h, v) E ker E and all floe (0, fi], and (H2), (H7) hold for every 
Bo E (07 lil. 
(iii) Let (a,, uo) be a local solution qf the unregularized problem (Pz,,j 
and assume that p. > 0 and that (D(u, - zo)l is sufficiently small. Then (H2) 
and (H7) hold. 
ProoJ: We require some preliminaries. First, we show that the solutions 
(uBO, uBo) of (Pz) are bounded in H1 x Hk independently of PO > 0. Clearly 
the second coordinate of (aDo, po u ) is uniformly bounded. So let us assume 
that &’ is unbounded in H’ as /Jo varies in [0, m). Then there exists a 
sequence { p;t > such that lim, la$l we = 1~. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2 
this implies that lim, lDu$1 =lim, IDu(a$)l = 0. But by (Al) we find 
lDz,1*2 inf ID(u(~)-z,)1~> ~D(u$-z,)12+~, IDa$l’ 
=eBnd 
> ID(u$-zo)12 
and hence 
IDz,12> (D(u$-z,j12, 
which leads to a contradiction to lim, lIIu(a$)l = 0. Next we observe that 
there exists a constant k, independent of Bo30, such that 
min CI~()C) IDA-‘(@) f I Q If IH-I d la~lLz (DA-‘(@) f I 
I 
<k, IDA-‘(ap)f 1, forall fEHp’ (4.12) 
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Throughout the remainder of the proof we use 9” to denote P”(ap, 
z@, po, @, ,@‘, ~,80) and we use a generic constant k that is independent of 
(h, II) and PO. Let (h, u) E ker E. Then v = A -‘(at) D(h D@) and we find 
cY’((h, u), (h, v))= IDu1*+(/?,+p~, IDh12-2(DA,,h Dv) 
>(l-/?,-min($,pp)) JDvl’ 
+(Bo+min(i, ~k?)(lD4*+ IDhI*) 
-2(Dl,, h Dv) > ($-PO) IDoj2 
+(Po+rnin(t,~~))(IDA-‘(a,BO) D(h D@)l*+ IDh12) 
-2(0/l,, h Dv). (4.13) 
To estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (4.13) from below 
we uniquely decompose h = h 1 + h, , with h, =JA h dx and 1; hz dx=O. For 
any 6 E (0, 1) one obtains 
IDAp’(a~) D(h Dz@)l”+ IDhI* 
> (l-6) IDA-‘(@) D(h, Du,po)I” 
+ l-f IDAm1(a,PO)D(h2D@)12+IDh1* 
( > 
>(l-6)k, Jh,12(Du,BO12+ l-f k2(h2D@‘J2+lDh12 
( > 
for some LI >O, k, > 0, where we used (2.12). Using Lemma 4.4, the last 
estimate implies that 
(DA-‘@) D(h Dz@)l’+ IDhI 
a(1 -@f, lh,l* IfI:,-I+ 1 -f I;> IDhl IfI& 
( ) 
+ IDhI *, for some Iz, > 0, Iz, > 0. 
Upon fixing an appropriate value for 6 E (0, l), there exists a constant k > 0 
independent of h E H’ such that 
IDA-‘(@) D(h Du$‘)l*+ IDhl*ak IhI;,. (4.14) 
By (4.4) and Lemma 4.1 one finds 
(DA,,hDv)=(DA-‘(@)d(so-@),hDv) 
d(min CI~(X))-~ ID(,-,-@)I Ih Dvl ,<ff IhI,, IDv( Izo-z.@ (4.15) 
x 
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for some k>O. Inserting (4.14), (4.15) into (4.13) leads to 
(4.16) 
for any E E (0, 1). Let us put G = k/k2, and let fl be chosen such that 
4;-&pP(Bbo, (4.17) 
where p is defined in Corollary 4.5, and let us further assume that 
Iw& - ~o)12 <#&J(i - 8, -Pm (4.18) 
Then there exists si E (0, 1) such that 
p(u~-zo)12< lo(U~-zo)12+~~(~)<~EI~(~-~), 
where we used Corollary 4.5 for the first inequality. This estimate together 
with Lemma 4.4 implies the existence of an interval I and a constant FJ > 0 
such that 
1~(~~-~,j12~P0~,~(~-B0-~~ for all PO E I. (4.19) 
Inserting (4.19) into (4.16) with E=E~ we obtain 
Y’((h,u), (1z,tl))~(l-~i)Pok lhl2,1+q lhl* 
for any (/z, a) E ker E and PO E I. This is the desired estimate (4.12). 
To verify (ii) assume that ui=zo. Then by Corollary 4.5 and (4.16) 
~“((h,c),(h,~‘))3P,(l-~)kIhlZH,+IjO k l-8 - k ( (2 o) F) lDvl2 
for any E >O and (h, c) E ker E. Due to the choice of p^ in (4.17) this 
estimate implies the existence of a constant K such that 
y”((k U), (k U)j<PoK I(k UjI$y& 
for all b E (0, 8-j and (h, u) E ker E. This proves (ii). 
To verify (iii) observe that (4.16) with PO = 0 implies 
Y”((h, u), (h, u))> f IDul’+ [min(i, po) k-4k’ (D(z,-ui))*] (11($~. 
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This gives the desired estimate provided that 
and ends the proof. 
Henceforth we again drop the notation for the dependence of 
(a,, uoT pay lo, ylo) on PO. 
LEMMA 4.7. The surjectivity assumption (H3) holds. 
Proof: Let us consider the case when g is active, i.e., g(a,, po) = 0, first. 
We shall show that &(/(a,, po)) is surjective. With (v, p, w) E HA x R x H1 
chosen arbitrarily we need to solve 
(-d)~‘(D(a,Dv)+D(hDu,)) 
&bKh, 0, r) = (Dao,Dh) 
-h + rl(ao, po) 
for (h, v, r) E H’ x HA x R. From the last equation 
h = rf(a,, pO) - w, 
and from the second 
(Da,, Dw) + P 
‘= (Da,, D4ao, po)>’ 
provided, of course, that (Da,, Dl(a,, po)) #O. But (Da,, DZ(a,, po)) = 
(DUO, D(u, - a,)) = (Da,, Da,) - yi d yo( IDcr,l - yo) < 0 due to (4.2), 
and hence r and h are well defined. Finally v is given by 
u = A(ao)-’ (D(h Duo) - dy). 
The case where g is not active, g(a,, pO) < 0, is similar and it is therefore 
omitted. 
Conditions (H4) and (H5) are easily verified for the example under con- 
sideration. The cone of nonnegative functions in H’ is polyhedric [H] and 
consequently (H6) is satisfied as well. It is simple to check that (H8) is 
satisfied. We have thus shown that the general theory of Sections 2 and 3 
is applicable to the parameter estimation problem associated with the two 
point boundary value problem (4.1). 
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Remark 4.8. A similar analysis can be carried out for the estimation of 
the coefficient a in 
-div(a grad U) =f 0nQ 
14 1 aa = 0, 
(4.20) 
where Q is a bounded domain in R”, n = 2 or 3, with Lipschitz continuous 
boundary, provided that X is replaced by H” x HA (i.e., the coefficients are 
taken in HZ) and f is chosen as 
where v = (v,, . . . . v,) is a multi-index and D’= c?J”‘/&,, .. . . ~Y”~~jax,. In this 
case the polyhedricity requirement (H6) for K at I(x,, pO) + q0 cannot be 
guaranteed in general. It is satisfies, for example, if a, > Q. 
4.2. An Optimal Control Problem 
As a second application we consider an optimal control problem 
associated with an ordinary differential equation, 
min 
s 
oTf(x(t), u(t), a) dt 
subject to 
k(t) = A(N) x(t) + B(a) u(t) + g(t) on (0, 0 
x(0) = 4 
(P,! 
Ix(T)-Xdj <6 
u < z, a.e. on (0. T), 
where T > 0, x(t) E Rn, u(t) E R”‘, CI E R’, xd E R”, 6 > 0, z E L’, A(E) E R” x n, 
BE R”““, j? R”x R” x R’ -+ R, and g E L2(0, T). Without loss of 
generality we can assume that 5 = 0. All function spaces of this section are 
considered on the interval (0, T) with Euclidean image space of 
appropriate dimensions, and ( ., . ) denotes the usual inner product in 
L2 as well as in R”. The perturbation parameter is given by 
p=(cc,xd,g,z)~P=R’xR”xLZxLZ with the reference parameter 
denoted by p0 = (a,, xg, g,, zO). To identify (P,) as a special case of (.F.$) 
we make the following choices of function spaces and functions, 
X=H;xL2, Y= L2, z= L2, K={dEL2:~<Oa.e.), 
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where Hi= {~EH’ :&O)=O), and the canonical element “x” of Sec- 
tions 2 and 3 is now (x, u), 
fb, 24 P) = s ,77(x, ua) dl, 
e(x,zl,p)=~---(cc)x-B(a)u-g, 
g(x, u,p)=;((x(T)-Xd12-82), 
Z(s, 21, p) = 24 - z. 
The following assumptions shall be used to argue that (Hlt(H8) of 
Sections 2 and 3 hold for (I’,). 
(A2) There exists a solution (x,, uO) of (Pp,j. 
(A3) A( -) and B(.) are Lipschitz continuous and directionally 
differentiable at ~1~. 
(A4) (x, U) +f(~, U, a) is twice continuously Frtchet differentiable in 
a neighborhood of (x,, uO, a,,) in Hi x L2 x R’. 
(A5) There exists E> 0 such that the Hessian I&x,, uO, GIN) of p 
evaluated at (x,, uO, Mu) satisfies 
for all (h, o) E R” x R”. 
(A6) There exists a neighborhood f of (x,, uO, CI,,) in HZ x L2 x R’ 
and a constant v^ such that If(x, U, aI)-f(x, U, c(~)I <v^ lclr -u21 for all 
(x, U, CI,)E p, i= 1, 2; and f’(x,, uO, .) ’ d’ 1s tree tonally differentiable at xc, t’ 
(heref’ denotes the Frechet derivative w.r.t. (x, u)). 
(A7) (x0(T) - xz, jc eA(‘-S)B(c+,)(ZO - uO) ds) # 0. 
Again it is convenient to specify the operators E, G, and L for the problem 
that is under consideration. They are given by 
E(xo, ~0, po)(h, 0) = h - 4~0) h - Wao) u, 
Wo, ~0, po)(h, v)= (xoV)-x& h(T)), 
Lb,, ~0, po)(k v) = v. 
With (A4) holding and due to the special structure of e, g, and I, it is 
simple to verify the general regularity requirements that were made at the 
beginning of Section 2. The regular point condition (Hl) will be satisfied if 
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for every (4, p, #) E L’ x R x L” there exist (h, v) E Hi x L’ and (r+, r, k) E 
R+xRxKsuch that 
h-A(cc,)h-B(a,)a=$4 
(-xo(n - 4, h(T))+r++rg(xo,uo,po)=p (4.21) 
u-k+r(u,-z,)=$. 
From the third equation in (4.21) it follows that 
and from the first 
(4.22) 
h(t)= j;e A(uo’(r-S’(B(ao) $ + 4) As 
+s 
eA(ao)‘rpS)B(txo)(k + r(zo- uo)) dt. (4.23) 
0 
Let us put 
s 
T 
PI= eA@O)(T-“)(B(~o) I+!! + 4) ds. 
0 
Then the second equation in (4.21) becomes 
x0( 7’) - xz, JOT e”‘““)~T~“)B(ao)(k + r(zo - uo)) ds> 
+~++~g(~o,~,,po)=P-P,. (4.24 j 
Now we consider two cases. If g(x,, uo, p,)= 0, then we choose k = Q, 
r + =0 and 
s 
T -1 
eA(oro)(T-S)B(ao)(zo - uo) ds 
0 > 
(P-PI)? 
where we used (A7). Inserting this choice for r and into (4.22) and (4.23), 
we obtain the desired solution of (4.21). Next let gjx,, no, po) < 0. If 
p-p, 20 then the choice r+ = p - p r, r = k = 0 leads to the desired con- 
clusion. On the other hand, if g(x,, uo, po) < 0 and p - p, < 0, then the 
choice r=(p-pPl) g(x,, ZQ,, po)-‘>O, r+ =O, and k=r(u,-z,)EK in 
(4.22 j(4.23) gives a solution for (4.21). Thus the regular point condition 
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holds and guarantees the existence of a Lagrange multiplier (A,, ,u~, qO) E 
L2 x R x L2. Let us define the Lagrangian functional 
%A ~3 ~0, a,, ~0, rlo) = s oTf(~, u, ~10) dt 
+ (a,,~--(a,)x-B(a,)u-g,) 
+qJX(T)-xd(2-62)+ <yI u--7 ) 
2 0 09 -0 . 
The second derivative of 9 with respect to (x, U) at (x0, uo) in directions 
(h, u) E Hi x L2 is given by 
-uxo, uo, PO, 10, PO, vo)(vh u), @, u)) 
= oT (4r), U(C)) Hft s xo, ~0, ao)(Nf), u(t))= dl+ po IW)12, 
and hence by (A5) 
~“(Xo, uot PO, 10, PO, rloNv4 u), (k u)) L & Iul:*. (4.25) 
It is simple to argue that there exists a constant kl, such that 
for all (h, U)E HZ x L2 satisfying E(h, u) = 0. Together with (4.25) this 
implies the existence of k, > 0 such that 
~“(xo, uo, po, Lo, po, rlo)(Vz, u), (h, u))hWl;;+ I&), 
for all (h, o) E ker E and hence (H2) and (H7) are satisfied. 
We turn to the verification of (H3). The case when the target constraint 
is inactive, i.e., g(x,, uo, CI~) < 0, is quite simple and hence we consider only 
the case g(x,, uo, ~1~) = 0. For arbitrary (4, p, J/) E L2 x Rx L2 we need to 
determine (h, u, I) E HZ x L’ x R such that 
h-A(a,)h-B(ao)u=(f4 
(xom-XodAw=P (4.26) 
u+r(zo-uo)=& 
Observe that from the first and third equations in (4.26) one finds 
u=$-r(zo-uo) 
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and 
h(f)=lie A(ao)(r-s)(B(ao) $ + 4) ds - r f: eA~ao~(r~S)B(a,,)(zO - uo) ds, 
and therefore h(T) = pr - r ll eAo(ao)(T-S)B(aO)(zO - uO) ds. Inserting h(T) 
into the second equation of (4.26) and using (A7) one arrives at 
r= 
-1 
eri(w)(r-s)l?( a,)(z, -- u. j ds 
> 
and hence (H3) holds. 
Conditions (H4) and (H5) follow from (A3), (A6) and the special form 
of e, g, and Z. Since the cone of a.e. nonpositive function is polyhedric in 
L’ (see [HI), (H6) is obviously satisfied. Condition (H7) was already 
verified above and (H8) is simple to check. Summarizing we have shown 
that (Hl)-(H8) are implied by (Al)-(A8). 
Let us add some remarks. First, it can be seen from the above discussion 
that (A7), (A8) are not needed if (P,) is considered without target 
constraint. Second, under appropriately modified assumptions several 
generalizations of (P,) are possible: a can be time dependent, the differen- 
tial equation in (P,) can be considered with nonlinear dynamics, and the 
target constraint can be changed to be x(T) = xd provided that (A7), (A8) 
are replaced by a controllability requirement. 
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